
F, like me, you are keen to learn more about

horseracing history and to celebrate the stars of our

sport, past and present, you will have been delighted

last month to hear about the establishment of a Flat racing

‘Hall of Fame’.

To mark the 10th anniversary of the Qipco British

Champions Series, the Qipco British Champions Series

Horseracing Hall of Fame has been set up, online, ‘to

celebrate the achievements of the greats of the Flat’.

It’s a move that I consider long overdue, and one which

deserves all our support. Although there will be a focus on

the modern greats from the 1970s onwards, the Hall of

Fame will also promote the history of racing throughout

2021, with the 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th centuries all being

featured for a month, beginning from the end of May.

As I understand it, the plan is that inductees will be

nominated to the Hall of Fame twice a year, corresponding

with the Qipco Guineas Festival and Qipco British

Champions Day. A panel of experts, including Brough Scott

and Lydia Hislop will nominate candidates, and the public

will then vote on who should be admitted.

Interestingly, and in my view unfortunately, potential

inductees are grouped into four categories – horses, trainers,

jockeys and ‘significant contributors’. I do hope that some

of our more prominent owners and breeders don’t take

exception to being damned with the faint praise of being

referred to as ‘significant contributors’. After all, without

them there would be no racing.

Notwithstanding that reservation, I welcome the

innovation and I look forward to seeing how the initial

concept develops. There are no set limits as to the number

of inductees, so hopefully the Hall of Fame will develop

quickly into a useful and attractive resource.

But, in truth, I’d like to see the idea taken much further.

It may be the Luddite in me, but I’d like to see the Hall of

Fame concept extended beyond a mere online presence into

a physical one, established not on a racecourse but in a

busy, city centre location, preferably London, where it can

be used to attract new people into the sport. 

For example, a facility to host business meetings in an

impressive hall of fame for British racing could bring new

people and new businesses into a new awareness of the

sport.

Indeed, in a perfect world, I’d also like to see the Hall of

Fame develop a facility to mount mobile exhibitions, either

on racecourses or in locations planned to stimulate

racecourse attendance. Such a facility could also be used to

showcase the achievements of potential inductees once

nominated by the panel, perhaps with the option of being

used to allow racegoers to register their votes.

E have the traditions, history and diversity of

British racing to thank for attracting the inward

investment into our racing and bloodstock

businesses which has sustained them throughout the last 40

years. Where, dare I ask, might those industries be now but

for the huge investment made by the Maktoum family and

other foreign investors.

Inasmuch as the innovation of the Hall of Fame

represents a small step towards celebrating British racing’s

past, it should be welcomed. But let’s remember the old

adage: ‘If a job is worth doing, it’s worth doing well’.

Off the Bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

ERE’s a quiz question for you. Without looking

up the answers, name the winners of the last five

renewals of (a) the 2,000 Guineas and (b) the

1,000 Guineas. In all honesty, I think I would have managed

4/10, but that may have slipped to three had I had to specify

the year in which a particular horse won.

As we go to press for this month’s edition of the Klarion,

the 2021 Qipco Guineas Festival will hopefully be in full

swing at Newmarket. But, as Catherine Tate might say – am

I bothered?

Lest anyone might suggest that my lack of excitement about

recent Guineas emanates from the fact that Johnston Racing

has been short of Guineas contenders, or even because of

the apparent Coolmore domination of the races, let me

explain my feelings fully.

Never have I found myself agreeing more fully with the

suggestion that the Guineas is the last big two-year-old race

of the year. Take the last five winners of the 2,000 Guineas.

All of them – Galileo Gold, Churchill, Saxon Warrior,

Magna Grecia and Kameko were making their seasonal

debuts as three-year-olds at Newmarket, and all bar one,

Galileo Gold, were already Group 1 winners at two.

Looking at the fillies, the pattern isn’t quite as clear, but

Minding and Love fit the ‘first run, already proven Group

1’ test, and Hermosa would have been another had she won

either of the two Group 1 juvenile events in which she

finished second.

I would stress that these comments are not intended to chip

away at the reputation of the Guineas or to in any way

detract from the achievements of the winners. Rather, it is

my genuine hope (a) that the winners of the 2021 Guineas

go on to great success and show themselves worthy of

wearing the Guineas crown, and (b) that the powers that be

look at the March/April racing programme again and either

find a way to make the various Guineas trials more relevant

or reassess whether it is worth building cards around those

events.

Above all, let them consider why the owner of a horse with

Group 1 victories in the bag would want to race in a trial

with lesser status and inferior prize-money. There would be

almost nothing to gain, and everything to lose, in following

such a plan.
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